
PROJECT
Dumas House Facade & Podium Restoration

CLIENT
Building Management & Works 
Gary Dixon        0411 244 287

DURATEC CONTACT 
Greg Oates              0411 494 894

DESCRIPTION 
Dumas House in West Perth was constructed in the mid 
1960s and is Heritage Council of WA listed. The building has 
two basement levels, a ground floor with entry lobby and 
support areas and 14 office accommodation levels.

Over 49 years, the heat, cold, wind and rain had deteriorated 
the building’s exterior in its exposed position north of Kings 
Park, the materials had reached the end of their useful life and 
needed to be repaired or replaced.

Duratec was awarded the contract to complete the repairs 
which will include the replacement of all spandrel panels, 
ASR treatment to all columns, improvements to the soffits, 
waterproofing, drainage repairs and gutter improvements.

On the narrow east and west faces of the building, damage to 
the glazed terracotta blocks was also remedied. Repairs were 
also required to the building podium which leaked rainwater 
into the uppermost of two basement levels underneath the 
building and forecourt.

HIGHLIGHTS
 � Duratec utilised a mast climber access system using a 
steelwork substructure to transfer applied loads safely to 
the ground-floor/basement beams and columns.

 � A section on all levels of the western and eastern facades 
behind the spandrel panels was identified as being under-
reinforced. To provide a durable and long term solution, 
Duratec installed stainless steel external reinforcement with 
masonry anchors extending through and beyond the critical 
shear zone.

 � The non-resilient podium tiles directly under the building 
required a replacement waterproof membrane which 
would not transfer concrete substrate movement and 
subsequently crack the tiles. Duratec’s solution was the 
installation of a crack isolating membrane which absorbs 
movement to avoid damage to the tiles above.
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IMAGES (FROM TOP TO BOTTOM)

 � Dumas HouseaAfter construction in 1965.
 � Drone’s eye view of the restoration works.
 � At the height of the remediation process.



IMAGES (FROM TOP TO BOTTOM)

 � Replacement of masonry wall.
 � Column concrete breakout.
 � Installation of new terrazzo.

IMAGES (FROM TOP TO BOTTOM)

 � Overview of removal and replacement of spandrel panels.
 � Completed section of new spandrel panel.
 � Blockwork removal.
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IMAGES (FROM TOP TO BOTTOM)

 � Balustrade and stainless steel gratings to gutters.
 � Overview of access systems.

 � Completion - detail of east/north facades.

IMAGES (FROM TOP TO BOTTOM)

 � Balcony waterproofing.
 � Podium waterproofing.
 � Completed podium paving.
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IMAGES (FROM TOP TO BOTTOM)

 � Completion - detail of spandrel panels and columns on north facade.
 � Completion - detail of masonry wall on west facade.

 � Completion - Dumas House Tour - key industry bodies and project partners 
got a closer look at some of the feature areas of this once in a generation 

refurbishment project.

IMAGES (FROM TOP TO BOTTOM)

 � Completion - overview of masonry wall on east facade.
 � Completion - ground up view of east/north facades.
 � Completion - overview of spandrel panels and columns on north facade.
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